African Djembe Classes for Everyone

“Animal Rhythm” Series

Drumming has been used throughout time for healing, ceremony, and community building. All of life has an underlying rhythm, whether it’s our own heartbeat or the movement of the stars. Drumming is a way to re-connect with these fundamental rhythms, supporting wellness on every level of being.

At the Santa Fe Harmony Center, we offer African djembe drum circle classes that teach specific rhythms each month, in addition to “creative drumming” where each person creates a unique beat out of which a group rhythm emerges.

Our newest drum series is a set of unique rhythms that resonate with the energy of different animals… dolphin, bear, deer, eagle, snake, jaguar, wolf, hummingbird, and more! Each “animal rhythm” has four beats that are learned over several classes.

Every Thursday Evening
7:00 - 9:00pm

Tutorial each evening from 6:45-7:00pm
$10 per class or $30 for four sessions

You can bring your own djembe drum, or use one of ours. **No prior drumming experience is required**, and you can start anytime. Come as often as you can!

Visit [www.santafeharmonycenter.com](http://www.santafeharmonycenter.com) or call 505-989-3507 for more information.

Jim and Jennifer Kinney are co-founders of the Santa Fe Harmony Center, which provides hand drumming, music, energetic medicine, and workshops for healing and personal transformation. Jim has led drum circles for over 20 years, specializing in African and Native American traditions. He also makes and repairs African djembe and hoop drums.

Jim and Jennifer are Human Potential Practitioners, providing experiential approaches to healing for over 20 years, using methods from western psychology, neuro-linguistic programming, sound healing, and indigenous cultures.
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"Just ten minutes from the Plaza, past Harry’s Roadhouse Diner"